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Abstract
We present a database of code-switched conversational human–
machine dialog in English–Hindi and English–Spanish. We
leveraged HALEF, an open-source standards-compliant cloud-
based dialog system to capture audio and video of bilingual
crowd workers as they interacted with the system. We de-
signed conversational items with intra-sentential code-switched
machine prompts, and examine its efficacy in eliciting code-
switched speech in a total of over 700 dialogs. We analyze
various characteristics of the code-switched corpus and discuss
some considerations that should be taken into account while
collecting and processing such data. Such a database can be
leveraged for a wide range of potential applications, including
automated processing, recognition and understanding of code-
switched speech and language learning applications for new
language learners.
Index Terms: code switching, human-computer interaction, di-
alog systems

1. Introduction
Code-switching refers to multilingual speakers’ alternating use
of two or more languages or language varieties within the con-
text of a single conversation or discourse in a manner consistent
with the syntax and phonology of each variety [1]. Linguists
in particular have extensively studied this phenomenon (see for
example [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]). The literature identifies inter-sentential
(alternation between sentences, also called extra-sentential) and
intra-sentential (within sentences, can also include intra-word)
switching as two of the primary types of code-switching ob-
served in bilinguals [7, 8].

Theoretical linguistic interest aside, an important motivat-
ing factor for studying and developing tools to elicit and process
code-switched language comes from the education domain. Re-
cent findings in the literature suggest that strategic use of code-
switching of bilinguals L1 and L2 in instruction serves multiple
pedagogic functions across lexical, cultural and cross-linguistic
dimensions, and could enhance students bilingual development
and maximize their learning efficacy [9, 10]. This seems to be
a particularly effective strategy especially when instructing low
proficient language learners [11]. Therefore, the understand-
ing of code-switched speech and development of computational
tools for automatically processing such language would provide
an important pedagogic aid for teachers and learners in class-
rooms, and potentially even enhance learning at scale and per-
sonalized learning.

Researchers have made significant progress in the auto-
mated processing of code-switched text in recent years. While
Joshi [12] had already proposed a formal computational linguis-
tics framework to analyze and parse code-switched text in the
early eighties, it was not until recently that significant strides

were made in the large-scale analysis of code-switched text.
These have been facilitated by burgeoning multilingual text cor-
pora (thanks largely to the rise of social media) and corpus anal-
ysis studies (see for example [13, 14, 15]), which have in turn
facilitated advances in automated processing, including part-of-
speech tagging [16, 17], predicting code-switch points [18], and
language identification [19, 20].

There is comparatively less work in the literature on auto-
mated analysis of code-switched speech, partially due to the rel-
ative lack of structured corpora (as compared to those for text-
based work) and also potentially because it also poses yet an-
other significant challenge in the form of speech recognition
for multiple languages. Nonetheless, some researchers have
made strong strides in spoken corpus development to support
such research in certain language pairs, for instance, Mandarin–
English [21, 22], Cantonese–English [23] and Hindi–English
[24], which have in turn led to developments in automatic
speech recognition [25, 26] and language modeling [27]. How-
ever, these are limited; there remains a need for more code-
switched speech resources in these and other languages to spur
research into the automated processing and analysis of such
data.

Given that this is still a growing field, it is perhaps under-
standable why there is limited or no research on the automated
analysis of conversational, code-switched dialog, let alone the
building of bilingual dialog systems that are capable of code-
switching. An important step to achieving this involves the col-
lection of a large corpus of code-switched spoken dialog, that
can be used for training and analysis. This paper is a first at-
tempt to bridge this gap, to our knowledge. We present a multi-
modal corpus of human–machine code-switched dialog in both
English–Hindi and English–Spanish that can be leveraged for
code-switching research. The data collection framework, de-
scribed in the following section, leverages an open-source spo-
ken dialog system in a crowdsourced paradigm to obtain con-
versational speech data from a large number of speakers.

2. The HALEF dialog ecosystem
We use the open-source HALEF (Help Assistant – Language-
Enabled and Free) dialog system1 to develop conversational ap-
plications within the crowdsourcing framework (see Figure 1).
Where there are multiple academic (Olympus [28], Alex [29],
Virtual Human Toolkit [30], OpenDial2, etc.) and industrial
(Voxeo3, Alexa 4, etc.) implementations of spoken and mul-
timodal dialog systems, many of these often use special ar-

1http://halef.org.
2http://www.opendial-toolkit.net
3https://voxeo.com/prophecy/
4https://developer.amazon.com/alexa
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Table 1: Dialog system prompts for the conversational code-switched items.

Turn English English–Hindi English–Spanish
1 Hi, welcome to The Coffee Spot. What

can I get you today?
Hi! Coffee Spot me aapka swaagat hai!
Would you like something to drink?

Hola! Bienvenido al Coffee Spot.
Would you like something to drink?

2 Okay, Is that for here or to go? Achha, got it. Would you like it for here
ya phir parcel lenge?

Muy bien, I got it. Would you like it for
here o para llevar?

3 Okay, would you like that hot or iced? And would you like that thanda ya
garam?

And would you like that frio o caliente?

4 And did you want that drink to be small,
medium, or large?

OK. Aur aapko small, medium ya large
size chahiye?

OK. Que tamaño lo quiere, small,
medium or large?

5 And would you like that with milk or
sugar/cream?

And would you like that with doodh ya
cheeni?

And would you like that con crema o
leche?

6 Perfect. Did you want something to eat
with that?

Theek hai, perfect. Aur aapko kuch aur
chahiye tha, to eat with that?

Muy bien, perfect. Le gustaria algo mas
de comer, with that?

7 And I’m assuming you’d like that
toasted?

And I’m assuming ki aapko woh toasted
chahiye, right?

And I’m assuming le gustaria tostado?

8 Alright, thanks. Your order will be out
shortly.

Okay ji. Your order will be ready
shortly.

Gracias. Your order will be ready
shortly.
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Figure 1: The HALEF dialog system used in a crowdsourcing-
based iterative bootstapping setup for rapid development and
data collection.

chitectures, interfaces, and languages paying little attention to
existing speech and multimodal standards (see [31] for more
details). In comparison, HALEF is an open-source, modu-
lar, cloud-based dialog system that is compatible with multiple
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and open industry stan-
dards. The HALEF architecture and components have been de-
scribed in detail in prior publications [31, 32].

3. Data
3.1. Conversational item design

We hypothesized that using intrasentential code-switched
prompts would increase the probability of eliciting code-
switched responses (either inter- or intrasentential) from callers.
In addition, since code-switching is often contingent upon the
socio-pragmatic setting under consideration, we chose a more
informal task domain, a coffee shop interaction, as the basis of
our conversational task. In this task, we asked callers to pretend
that they were in a coffee shop and order a drink and a food item
from a provided menu. The automated system plays the role of
a barista who takes their order. In order to avoid complications
with the language understanding for this initial prototype, we

Table 2: Corpus statistics.

Item English–Hindi English–Spanish
Number of calls collected 555 150
Number of calls transcribed 200 110
Number of unique English: 2195 English: 1175
tokens transcribed Hindi: 2274 Spanish: 1338
Utterance-level language English: 32% English: 36%
use or codeswitching Hindi: 35% Spanish: 51%
percentage Both: 33% Both: 13%
Gender distribution 82% male 67% male
Self-described daily English : 23% English : 34%
language use preference Hindi : 21% Spanish : 11%

Either : 56% Either : 55%

kept the dialog flow non-branching, i.e., the system moved on
to the next prompt irrespective of what users said. The ultimate
aim of such a task template is to provide speaking practice and,
potentially, interactive feedback to language learners. Table 1
lists the dialog flow of the task along with the specific prompts
used for both the English–Hindi and English–Spanish cases.

3.2. Crowdsourcing data collection

We used Amazon Mechanical Turk for our crowdsourcing data
collection experiments. Crowdsourcing (particularly via Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk) has been used in the past for the as-
sessment of dialog systems as well as for collection of interac-
tions therewith [33, 34, 35]. We leveraged the aforementioned
HALEF dialog system to develop conversational applications
within this crowdsourcing framework and collect data from
Amazon Mechanical Turk workers. In this iterative data col-
lection framework, depicted schematically in Figure 1, the data
logged to the database during initial iterations is transcribed, an-
notated, rated, and finally used to update and refine the conver-
sational task design and models (for speech recognition, spoken
language understanding, and dialog management). In addition
to calling into the system to complete the conversational tasks,
callers were requested to fill out a 2-3 minute survey regard-
ing different aspects of the interaction, such as their overall call
experience, how engaged they felt while interacting with the
system, how well the system understood them, to what extent
system latency affected the conversation, etc.
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Figure 2: Percentages of callers of different first languages in the English–Hindi (left) and English–Spanish (right) corpora.
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Figure 3: Callers’ self-reported code-switching tendencies.

3.3. Corpus Characteristics

Table 2 briefly summarizes the primary statistics of the English–
Hindi and English–Spanish corpora collected thus far. While
we collected over 700 calls in all, we only transcribed a subset
of the corpus (resulting in more than 4400 and 2500 transcribed
tokens for the English–Hindi and English–Spanish corpora, re-
spectively) owing to time and resource constraints5. Nonethe-
less, performing this exercise offers us a window into the rich-
ness of the data collected; we list some of the insights obtained
as a result of this in Section 4.

More than 50% of callers described themselves as having
no particular preference for English or Hindi (or Spanish) in
daily conversations. This is particularly encouraging, as we
would like to collect speech from speakers who are fluent in
both languages being considered. Looking at the distributions
of first or native languages (L1s) across the speaker population
is also particularly revealing – while speakers who called into
the English–Spanish item primarily reported Spanish or English
as their L1, their English–Hindi counterparts were compara-
tively more multilingual, with a lot more callers reporting a na-
tive tongue other than Hindi and English. This is commonplace
in India, where a large swathe of the country speaks English
and Hindi, while also speaking the state language. Further-
more, when asked to report how often they used code-switched
language in daily life, most English–Hindi callers replied they

5Having said that, the iterative HALEF data collection framework
allows us to continue collecting many more calls, and transcribing them
going forward.
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Figure 4: Age distributions of callers for both dialog items.

either did so often, if not always (see Figure 3). A smaller,
but still substantial proportion of English–Spanish speakers also
reported of a tendency to code-switch during daily conversa-
tions, and while this is reflected in the comparatively smaller
percentage of code-switched English–Spanish utterances in the
corpus as compared to English–Hindi, the nature of our specific
crowdsourcing speaker pool could also be an significant con-
tributing factor here. While speakers were primarily male, they
distributed across a wide age range (see Figure 4). In addition,
the average handling time was around 100 seconds for both the
English–Hindi and English–Spanish codeswitched items – see
Figure 5 for a histogram distribution of call durations.

4. Observations and Analysis
4.1. Qualitative Analysis of Caller Responses

People tended to use different strategies in responding to the
code-switched machine prompts. We enumerate a few of these
below:

1. Reinforcement or repetition: Saying the same thing in
two languages to ensure that they got the message across.
Examples include:

• <Hi>Uh mujhe to thanda pasand
hai.</Hi><En>I’ll go for
cold.</En>

• <Sp>Quiero grande.</Sp>
<En>Large please</En>.
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Figure 5: Histograms of call durations for both dialog items.

2. Both inter- and intra- sentential code-switching: This
often happened within the same interaction, over the
course of the dialog flow.

• <Hi>Uh mujhe</Hi><En>I’ll
go for large.</Hi>, fol-
lowed two turns later by <En>Um,
anything.</En><Hi>Khaane ke
aapke paas kya hai?</Hi>

• <En>Eh could you also give
me a croissant</En><Sp>por
favor</Sp>

3. Word-language alternations: Marked by the use of alter-
nating words in alternating languages. For instance:

• <En>With</En><Hi>doodh</Hi>
<En>and</En><Hi>cheeni.Dono.</Hi>

4. Adjustment strategies: This was observed among speak-
ers who were multilingual, and neither English or
Hindi/Spanish was a first language, where they would
code-switch between lexical items in different lan-
guages, or use filler words like “yeah” in English fol-
lowed by a phrase in the other language.

• <En>Uh what</En><Hi>Aapke paas
kya hai</Hi><En>available?</En>

5. Single word responses to different questions (in both lan-
guages) over the course of a single call.

6. Switching languages gradually over the course of the
call. This could potentially occur when the caller is flu-
ent in both languages, but prefers speaking one over the
other.

4.2. Quantitative Analysis of User Experience

Figure 6 shows how users of both the English–Hindi and
English–Spanish systems rated different aspects of their call ex-
perience on a 1–5 Likert scale (1 being highly unsatisfactory
and 5 being extremely satisfactory). This includes how engaged
they felt during the interactions and how satisfactory the over-
all system performance and latency was, along with how well
they felt the system understood them (SLU degree). We found
the user experience to be overwhelmingly positive, with a large
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Figure 6: Distributions of various user experience metrics as
rated by all callers in the corpus. See text for details.

proportion of users assigning ratings of 4 or higher. This is en-

couraging as we continue to build and develop more engaging
code-switched conversational tasks going forward.

5. Discussion and Outlook
We have presented a paradigm for building a corpus of code-
switched human–machine dialog using the HALEF open-
source cloud-based dialog ecosystem in a crowdsourcing frame-
work, and have further shown that a conversational item with
intra-sentential code-switched prompts is effective in elicit-
ing code-switched responses from bi- or multilingual speak-
ers. Having said that, the current item design is not conducive
to eliciting code-switched responses longer than two or three
sentences on average, given the relatively pointed nature of the
question prompts. While this allows us to elicit responses that
are structured and directed which makes early linguistic analy-
sis and corpus study easier, future work will look at designing
more complex items that elicit longer and more open-ended re-
sponses, and incorporate more branching. Such improvements,
as well as the potential scaffolding of multiple code-switched
dialog items, could be useful in the development of language
learning module for new language learners.

Such a corpus also has much potential for the automated
processing of code-switched dialog. Along with the previously-
studied problems of automatic speech recognition, language
identification, and parsing, such a corpus presents a resource for
studying other important issues, such as spoken language under-
standing of code-switched speech, dialog management, and per-
haps, with future generations of such work, even code-switched
language generation. Finally, besides its value to our future au-
tomation endeavors, we also envision the corpus being a useful
resource for the linguistic analysis of code-switched dialog ob-
served in everyday conversational settings.
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